This paper describes how a universal language for notating dance and, more generally, movement was elaborated, known as "Kinetography Laban", or rather "Labanotation". It was devised by choreographer and movement theorist Rudolf von Laban, who outlined it for the first time in 1928, in the journal Schrifttanz. His system differs from precedent notation systems in that Labanotation is rigorous and universal, as it is based not on one particular style or technique but on the general principles of kinetics underlying human motion. Its geometrical and abstract symbols also free it from language constraints, thus making it universally comprehensible. Through his kinetography, Laban freed dance from the transience of individual performances, thereby providing a way to capture and reproduce dance, to hand down choreographic masterpieces for posterity and to simplify movement analysis in other branches of study as well.
2 mythical confusion. It seems, however, that f ailure is inescapable if intrinsic restrictions are taken into account: being more rigorous implies less clarity, and vice versa.
The question of a universal language applies, however, not only to spoken languages, but to artistic or non-verbal languages a s well. With the focus on dance, there seemed to be little chance as well. Gino Tani's comment (8) on Hans von Bülow's statement "In the beginning was the Rhythm" was clear: "Of all the arts, modern aesthetics brings the origins back to Rhythm, which is nothing but the immanent law governing the heavens and the constellations, the divine and universal law through which everything lives and moves and dances in the eternal carols of the stars, in the red streams of the hearts. And of all arts, if any priorities can be set within the primordial and sacral trinomial formed by dance, music and poetry, attention must be focussed, logically and intuitively, on the first of human manifestations: gesture and movement".
Not by chance, many cosmogonies of the great myths and of ancient religions have their starting point with the act of dance.
Owing to their ancestry and intimate relationship with human nature, movement and, consequently, dance can communicate directly and immediately to everyone.
A different question a rises when focussing on the historical process that brought about a language for "writing" dance which would make it independent from single transient performances, and that would provide it with a more reliable recording instrument than the dancers' memories or oral tradition.
The process started in the distant past, but was fully concluded only in the twentieth century, thanks to Rudolf von Laban's "Kinetography Laban" or "Labanotation". This is a radically innovative system, an effective compromise between the need to be rigorous and detailed when describing movement and the need to be universally comprehensible.
While music notation was first elaborated according to modern principles in the 11th century and became a standard in the 18th century, dance notation started later and followed an arduous path, marked by several failures (4). The difference is certainly due to the greater complexity of dance, which, opposed to music, can express itself in spatial-temporal co-ordinates thanks to the number of simultaneous actions that the human body can perform.
The first attempts to capture dance were made in the distant past, and pictorial representations in ancient tombs and on Greek urns bear witness to that. This is "prehistory" with respect to the creation of notation systems, since iconographic representations cannot contain all the information needed to reconstruct movement, just as intrinsically ambiguous words cannot.
The first known attempt to create a notation system dates back to the second half of the 15th century, and is to be found in the Cervera manuscripts from Spain. (2): "the creation of a notation system involves many personal aspects of those who elaborate that system: their experiences, their research and comparison with other systems". An attempt at overcoming this subjective restriction was made in the twentieth century by Rudolf von Laban, whose work was a breakthrough in the history of dance notation systems. As a matter of fact, he did not intend to create just a system for reconstructing choreographic movements, but a real language, symbolically rigorous and universally comprehensible.
Laban wanted to create a notation system that could serve all types of dance and, indeed, all types of movement, and he did so by studying the physics and the mathematics underlying all spatial movements of the human body both analytically and functionally. Hence the long-lasting effectiveness and universality of a system which is not founded on one partic ular dance style or technique but on the laws of kinetics. Drawing on his studies of choreutics and eukinetics, i.e. of movement from the point of view of space and quality respectively, Laban began creating a dance notation system, the premise of which he expressed in Coreographie (1926). He observed that the structure of natural shapes (crystal, plant, animal) is subject to laws similar to those underlying harmonious body movement. Human motion was, therefore, a sort of continuous creation of fragments of crystal shapes. He found systematic principles to classify movement sequences into regular solid figures, which were identified by Plato in antiquity as cube, octahedron, tetrahedron and ic osahedron. In the first issue of the first real dance journal, Schrifttanz (written dance), published in Vienna in 1928, Laban described his movement notation system. Initially known as Kinetography Laban, the system was then renamed Labanotation in the United States, and has undergone no substantial changes since.
Laban's purpose in creating this system was to give artistic dignity back to dance, and to finally fulfil the dream of making dance reproducible and therefore independent from single performances, thus preventing the loss of choreographic masterpieces and popular dances. In this way he provided a concrete answer to questions that dancers had certainly been asked for a long time, as Muriel Topaz points out (10) , that is, whether dance can persist a fter the choreographer's invention and the 6 dancer's performance; whether it can be documented; whether it is a real form of art, which can be recorded, analysed, studied; and whether it can belong to history and be handed down to posterity. Kinetography Laban may be considered a Rosetta stone thanks to which the kinetic content of all forms of dance and movement can be understood. Its abstract and non-verbal symbols free it from language constraints, thus making it universally comprehensible and effective for international exchange and research (4).
When studying movement, Laban selected weight, space, flow, time and energy as fundamental parameters. He took rationalistic explanations into account, based on physical laws by which the weight of the body is subject to gravity; the skeleton is a system of levers pulled by nerves and muscles, through which determined directions in space are followed; the flow of movement is controlled by neural centres reacting to internal and external stimuli; movements require a certain amount of time, which can be measured exactly; and the source of movement is the energy produced by combustion within the body. Yet, also, over and above this physical description, there is one more concept distinguishing human motion from the movements of inanimate objects, that is Again, comparably to a language, the system can be used in a sophisticated or in a simple way. 
